Since the intelligent agent is developed to be cleverer, more complex, and yet uncontrollable, a number of problems have been recognized. The capability of agents to make moral decisions has become important question, when intelligent agents have developed more autonomous and human-like. In this paper we propose Casuist BDI-Agent architecture which extends the power of BDI architecture. Casuist BDI-Agent architecture combines CBR method in AI and bottom up casuist approach in ethics in order to add capability of ethical reasoning to BDI-Agent.
Introduction
At the present moment, many researchers work on projects like expert systems which can assist physicians for diagnosing malady of patient, warplanes which can be operated and used without human operators in war, autonomous driverless vehicles which can be used for urban transportation, and suchlike. The common goal between these projects is augmentation of autonomy in behavior of such machines, as a consequence of this autonomy they can act on behalf of us without any interference and guidance, so it causes human comfort in their duties. But if we do not consider and control the autonomy of these entities, we will face serious problems because of the confidence in intelligence of autonomous system without any control and restriction on their operations.
The new interdisciplinary research area of "Machine Ethics" is concerned with solving this problem [1, 2, 3] . Anderson proposed Machine Ethics as a new issue which consider the consequence of machine's behavior on humanlike. The ideal and ultimate goal of this issue is implementation of ethics in machines, as machines can autonomously detect the ethical effect of their behavior and follow an ideal ethical principle or set of principles, that is to say, it is guided by this principle or these principles in decisions it makes about possible courses of actions it could take [3] . So with simulation of ethics in autonomous machine we can avoid the problems of autonomy in autonomous machines. James Moor, a professor of philosophy at Dartmouth College, one of the founding figures in the field of computer ethics, has proposed a hierarchical schema for categorizing artificial ethical agent [4, 5] . At the lowest level is what he calls "ethical impact agents": basically any machine that can be evaluated for its ethical consequences. Moor's own rather nice example is the replacement of young boys with robot in the dangerous occupation of camel jockey in Qatar. In fact, it seems to us that all robots have ethical impacts, although in some cases they may be harder to discern than others.
At the next level are Moor calls "implicit ethical agents": machine whose designers have made an effort to design them so that they don't have negative ethical effects, by addressing safety and critical reliability concerns during the design process. Arguably, all robots should be engineered to be implicit ethical agents, insofar as designers are negligent if they fail to build in processes that assure safety and reliability. In [6] we introduce an example of implicit ethical traffic controller agent which control urban transportation ethically at intersections.
Next come "explicit ethical agents": machines that reason about ethical using ethical categories as part of their internal programming, perhaps using various forms of deontic logic that have been developed for representing duties and obligations, or a variety of other techniques.
Beyond all these lie full ethical agents: those that can make explicit moral judgments and are generally quite component in justifying such decisions. This level of performance is often presumed to require a capacity for consciousness, intentionality, and free will.
for controlling autonomous behavior of agents and to avert possible harmful behavior from increasingly autonomous machines, In this paper we prepare necessary elements for adding ethical decision making capability to BDI-Agents and propose an architecture for implementation of explicit ethical agents based on case-based reasoning (CBR), BDI agent, casuistry and Consequentialist theories of ethics.
The main objective of this research is to prove that the integration of case-based reasoning (CBR) with BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) agent models can implement the combination of bottom-up casuistry approach with a top-down consequentiallist theory in ethics. With this proposal we can add necessary elements to a novel, BDI-Agent Architecture in order to add ethical decision making capability to agents. In section two we introduce the basic Preliminaries of CBR, BDI agent, casuistry and Consequentialist theories in ethics. In other sections the details of casuist BDI-Agent architecture will introduce.
Preliminaries

BDI Agents
BDI agents have been widely used in relatively complex and dynamically changing environments. BDI agents are based on the following core data structures: beliefs, desires, intentions, and plans [7] . These data structures represent respectively, information gathered from the environment, a set of tasks or goals contextual to the environment, a set of sub-goals that the agent is currently committed, and specification of how sub goals may be achieved via primitive actions. The BDI architecture comes with the specification of how these four entities interact, and provides a powerful basis for modeling, specifying, implementing, and verifying agent-based systems.
Case-based Reasoning
Case-based reasoning (CBR) has emerged in the recent past as a popular approach to learning from experience. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a type reasoning based on the reuse of past experiences called cases [8] . Cases are description situations in which agents with goals interact with the world around them. Cases in CBR are represented by a triple (p,s,o), where p is a problem, s is the solution of the problem, and o is the outcome (the resulting state of the world when the solution is carried out). The basic philosophy of CBR is that the solution of successful cases should be reused as a basis for future problems that present a certain similarity [9] . Cases with unsuccessful outcomes or negative cases may provide additional knowledge to the system, by preventing the agent from repeating similar actions that leads to unsuccessful results or states.
Casuistry
The term "casuistry" refers descriptively to a method of reasoning for resolving perplexities about difficult cases that arise in moral and legal contexts [10] . Casuistry is a broad term that refers to a variety of forms of case-based reasoning. Used in discussions of law and ethics, casuistry is often understood as a critique of a strict principle-based approach to reasoning [11] . For example, while a principle-based approach may conclude that lying is always morally wrong, the casuist would argue that lying may or may not be wrong, depending on the details surrounding the case. For the casuist, the circumstances surrounding a particular case are essential for evaluating the proper response to a particular case. Casuistic reasoning typically begins with a clear-cut, paradigm case which means "pattern" or "example". From this model case, the casuist would then ask how close the particular case currently under consideration matches the paradigm case. Cases similar to the paradigm case ought to be treated in a similar manner; cases unlike the paradigm case ought to be treated differently. The less a particular case resembles the paradigm case, the weaker the justification for treating that particular case like the paradigm case.
Consequentialist
Consequentialist refers to those moral theories which hold that the consequences of a particular action form the basis for any valid moral judgment about that action. Thus, from a consequentialist standpoint, a morally right action is one that produces a good outcome, or consequence [12] .
Architecture of casuist BDI-Agent
Without knowing codes of ethics, Humans can behave ethically [10] . When human dose any action, he will see the result of his action in future. If he considers implicitly the result of his action from ethical aspect, he can use this experience in future situations. When he is situated in similar situation to previous case, he will use his experiences and behave similarly if his previous action is successful and implicitly ethical (we assume Humans don't know codes of ethics). This idea called "casuistry" in ethics.
For implementing ethical decision making capability in artificial agents we use this idea which is related to casuistry bottom-up approach in ethics. For considering and evaluating situation from ethical aspect (without knowing codes of ethics) we use and adapt previous works that try to make ethics computable.
In BDI architecture, agent behavior is composed of beliefs, desires, and intentions. These mental attitudes determine the agent's behavior. In casuist BDI-Agent architecture, BDI-agent's behavior is adapted to behave ethically. In this architecture, agents sense environment <E> and make a triple which shows current situation that consists of current agent's beliefs, desires and details of sensed environment. The current situation is denoted by a triple <E, B, I>. The current situation is delivered to Case-Retriever of Casuist BDI-architecture. Case-Retriever is responsible for retrieving previous cases which is similar to current situation. As each case in case memory consist of solution part that shows how agent should act on basis of situation part of a case, If any case is retrieved, agent should accept the solution part, adapt it and behave similar to solution part of retrieved case. If no case is retrieved, agent behaves like normal BDI-agent. In this situation the evaluator part of casuist BDI-Agent architecture comes to play its role. Evaluator part evaluates the result of agent's behavior. The result of this evaluation is denoted by a <EV>. This evaluation is sent to Case-Updater. Case-Updater of architecture create a new case save the current situation in situation part of a case, the behavior of agent in solution part of a case and the evaluation in outcome part of a case ( if this case is not exist in case memory, otherwise it update previous cases). Figure 1 shows the general structure of Casuist BDI-Agent architecture. 
Algorithm of Casuist BDI-Agent
Repeat until End E = Agent.Sense ( Environment
Structure of cases in casuist BDI-Agent
CBR is one form of human reasoning can be used within Agent-based systems in order to add ethical decision capability to agents. Generally each case has two parts [13] : Description of a problem or a set of problems and Description of the solution of this problem. Additional components can be added, if CBR is used in different domains.
In casuist BDI-Agent, experiences are stored in a Case-Memory (CM) in the form of cases, rather than rules. When a new situation is encountered, the agent reviews the cases to try to find a match for this particular situation. If an ethical match is found, then that case can be used to solve the new problem ethically, otherwise agent makes autonomous decisions, i.e., knowing its goal and beliefs, be able to decide for themselves what actions they should perform next.
For constructing the structure of cases in casuist BDI-Agent architecture we use previous works [14, 15] , which are tried to combine CBR with BDI architecture, add necessary details to them in order to prepare them for Casuist BDI architecture.
Each case has three main parts:
Problem: which is used for storing the environment situation that agent should act upon that, current beliefs (knowledge base of agent on application domain) and current desires of agent at specific moment.
Solution: This is used for storing the decisions or intentions of agent for solving the problem. Outcome: This is used for storing the result and ethical evaluation of performing the solution in environment at specific moment.
As the concentration of this paper is on ethical decision making capability of agents, the outcome part of cases in casuist BDI architecture is discussed in more detail. The duty of outcome part of a case is to store the ethical evaluation of the result of performing solution part in problem or situation part of a case.
[16] Introduced a conceptual framework for ethical situations that involve artificial agents such as robots. It typifies ethical situations in order to facilitate ethical evaluations. This typification involves classifications of ethical agents and patients according to whether they are human beings, human-based organizations, or non-human beings. This classification based on the notions of moral agent and moral patient which are mentioned in [17] .moral patients are entities that can be acted upon for good or evil. Moral Agents are entities that can perform actions, again for good or evil. In this framework according to whether moral agent or moral patient is human beings, human-based organizations, or non-human beings, nine categories are created. Figure 2 shows this classification. [16] .
We decide to propose a general evaluation method, we use a partial of this classification where the moral agent is artificial agent (non-Human being) and moral patient are human beings, human-based organizations, or non-Human beings. This part is separated in figure 3 .
With this new simplification, outcome part of a case is divided to three sections. These sections contain ethical evaluation values of performed agent's intentions on humans, organizations and artificial agents or non-humans. Ethical evaluation values are calculated by a Case-Evaluator of casuist BDI architecture. This component is described next section. The main structure of each case in casuist BDI architecture is illustrated in figure 4 . According to the specific application domain of artificial ethical agent, more details can be added to this structure. 
Case-Evaluator of Casuist BDI-Agent
We decide to add capability of ethical reasoning to BDI agent by evaluating the experiences of agent from ethical aspect, and use these experiences plus its evaluations for ethical decsion making in future. In this section we introduce the Case-Evaluator component of Casuist BDI architecture. This evaluator bases on previous attempts to make ethics computable [1, 12, 16] . According to classification of ethical situation which is introduced in previous section, the result of performing agent's decisons or intentions can effect on three kinds of entities: humans, non-humans and organizations. Case-Evaluator uses this notion to evaluate ethical aspects of affected environment. Case-Evaluator takes Agent's Beliefs, Agent's Desires, and environment status before and after agent's behavior as inputs to determine and compute the kinds, numbers, duration and intensity of pleasure/displeasure of entities which is affected by agent's behavior. These elements are necessary elements to evaluate a situation ethically from consequentiallist viewpoint [1, 12] . To propose a case evaluator, we adopt and extend previous works which are tried to make consequentillist theories of ethics computable. Gips In [12] propose an equation for consequentialist evaluation schemes. This equation has the following form:
Where w i is the weight assigned each person and p i is the measure of pleasure or happiness or goodness for each person. In [1] Aderson and Aremn propose a modified version of this equations. For each person, the algorithm simply computes the product of the intensity, the duration, and the probability, to obtain the net pleasure for each person, and then it adds the individual net pleasure to obtain the Total Net Pleasure.
Intensity Duration Probability for each affected individual
This computation would be performed for each alternative action. The action with the highest Total Net Pleasure is the right action. In other words we can say their proposed equation is equal to Gips's equations with extended parameter of time. According to Gips's equation, this new equation has the following form:
Where w i is the weight assigned each person, p i is the measure of pleasure or happiness or goodness for each person and T i is the duration of action's pleasure for each person. Our Case-Evaluator considers these ethical classifications of situation which is introduced. This ethical evaluator determines the kind of entity which is affected by each agent's intention or behavior, Computes duration, intensity and probability of effects of intentions on each entity. These evaluations send to Case-Updater component of Casuist BDI agent for updating the experiences of agent or Case Memory. This evaluator has the following form:
Wh Ph Th TNPH is the total net pleasure of humans after agent's behavior. Wh i is the weight assigned to humans which shows the importance of each person in specific situation and application domain. Ph i is the probability that a person is affected. Th i is the duration of pleasure/displeasure of each person after agent's behavior. n shows the numbers of people in that situation.
Wo Po To
TNPO is the total net pleasure of organizations after agent's behavior. Wo i is the weight assigned to organizations which shows the importance of each organization in specific situation and application domain. Po i is the probability that an organization is affected. To i is the duration of pleasure/displeasure of each organization after agent's behavior. n shows the numbers of organization in that situation.
Wa Pa Ta
TNPA is the total net pleasure of artificial agent after agent's behavior. Wa i is the weight assigned to artificial agents which shows the importance of each artificial agent in specific situation and application domain. Pa i is the probability that an artificial agent is affected. Ta i is the duration of pleasure/displeasure of each artificial agent after agent's behavior. n shows the numbers of artificial agents in that situation.
TNP is the total net pleasure of all three kinds of entities which participate in application domain of agent's behavior. W h , W o , W a illustrate the participation degree of humans, organizations and artificial agents respectively. The summation of W h , W o and W a equals one.
TNPH, TNPO, TNPA and TNP are stored in outcome part of a case in Case Memory. These values can use by a Case-Retriever for retrieving cases when agents encounter a problem.
Conclusion
In this paper a new extension of BDI architecture, Casuist BDI-Agent, is proposed which has the previous capability of BDI-agent architecture in addition to capability of ethical decision making. This architecture can be used for designing BDI-Agent in domains where BDI-Agent can be used and ethical considerations are important issue. With the aid of this new architecture, agents can consider ethical effects of their behaviors when they make decision. The main idea in this architecture is based on a method of ethical reasoning which uses previous experiences and doesn't use any codes of ethics. The main advantage of using this method for implementing ethical decision making capability in agent is elimination of needs to convert a set of ethical rules in application domain of agents to algorithm which needs conflict management of rules. In this architecture agents can adapt ethically to its application domain and can augment its implicit ethical knowledge, so behave more ethically.
